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Investing in Fixer-UppersMcGraw-Hill, 2003
How to get rich fast by making ugly houses beautiful!

Want to find great opportunities and make big bucks in the hottest business there is? Now you can take advantage the nation's huge and growing demand for quality housing and get rich doing it! Investing in Fixer-Uppers helps you develop the knowledge and...
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SAS for Mixed Models (Second Edition)SAS Institute, 2006
David A. Dickey
Professor of Statistics, North Carolina State University
 This revision of an already excellent text includes information-rich examples serving as templates for a wide variety of applications. 
       
Geert Molenberghs
Center for Statistics, Hasselt University, Diepenbeek,...
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Handbook of IPv4 to IPv6 Transition: Methodologies for Institutional and Corporate NetworksAuerbach Publications, 2007
In 2005, the U.S. Government Accountability Office recommended that all agencies begin planning a coherent transition to IPv6. IPv6 will solve the problem of limited IP addresses and improve internetworking capabilities. This promising protocol is gaining momentum and it is only a matter of time before the transition will have to occur globally....
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The Success of Open SourceHarvard University Press, 2004
Much of the innovative programming that powers the Internet, creates operating systems, and produces software is the result of "open source" code, that is, code that is freely distributed--as opposed to being kept secret--by those who write it. Leaving source code open has generated some of the most sophisticated developments in...
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The Human Hippocampus: Functional Anatomy, Vascularization and Serial Sections with MRISpringer, 2005

	This book offers a precise description of the anatomy of human hippocampus in view of neurosurgical progress and the wealth of medical imaging methods available. A survey of the current concepts explains the functions of the hippocampus and describes its external and internal vascularisation. Head sections and magnetic resonance images...
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Mac OS X: The Missing Manual, Second EditionO'Reilly, 2002
New York Times computer columnist David Pogue has just updated his bestselling Mac OS X:The Missing Manual! And once again, he applies his scrupulous objectivity to this exciting new operating system, revealing which new features work well and which do not. With new material on almost every page, this second edition offers a wealth of...
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Growing Up Online: Young People and Digital TechnologiesPalgrave Macmillan, 2007
“From blogs to video games, from living rooms to internet café’s, from Africa to Canada, Growing up Online has it all.  Transcending the hype and moral panic that typically pervade adult discourses about youth and media, the essays in this collection deconstruct the complexities of young people’s relationship with a...
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AdvancED Flex 3Friends of Ed, 2008
Whether you're a Flex 3 beginner or intermediate user, this book provides the necessary information to help you develop into an expert. Using a practical hands-on approach, it illustrates exactly how to create robust and scalable enterprise-grade Rich Internet Applications (RIAs).
The book is divided into three parts. The first part discusses...
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Cooperative Task-Oriented Computing: Algorithms and ComplexityMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2011

	Cooperative network supercomputing is becoming increasingly popular for harnessing the power of the global Internet computing platform. A typical Internet supercomputer consists of a master computer or server and a large number of computers called workers, performing computation on behalf of the master. Despite the simplicity and benefits of...
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Securing SQL Server, Second Edition: Protecting Your Database from AttackersSyngress Publishing, 2012

	Securing SQL Server, Second Edition explores the potential attack vectors someone can use to break into your SQL Server database as well as how to protect your database from these attacks. Written by Denny Cherry, a Microsoft MVP for the SQL Server product, a Microsoft Certified Master for SQL Server 2008, and one of the biggest names...
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A Practical Guide To Business Writing: Writing In English For Non-Native SpeakersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Nowadays, letters, reports and emails are vital components of business practice. Communication is increasingly global, but it’s not any easier to understand or contribute to for non-fluent English speakers. There is increasing pressure to be able to produce effective documents for a business environment but little help out there to do...
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A Practical Guide to Managing Information Security (Artech House Technology Management Library)Artech House Publishers, 2004
This groundbreaking book helps you master the management of information security, concentrating on the proactive recognition and resolution of the practical issues of developing and implementing IT security for the enterprise. Drawing upon the authors' wealth of valuable experience in high-risk commercial environments, the work focuses on the need...
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